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Curse of the Narrows: The Halifax Explosion by Laura M.
MacDonald
In a sweeping narrative, Curse of the Narrows tells a tale of
ordinary people in an extraordinary situation, retracing the
steps of survivors through the wreckage of.
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Reading "Curse of the Narrows" is not unlike following
coverage of Hurricane Katrina: the account of the initial
disaster holds us riveted; the.

Reading Curse of the Narrows, Laura Mac Donald's meticulous
depiction of the Halifax Explosion, reminded me of the awe I
felt at the magnitude of last.
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When, at the last minute, the Mont Blanc changed course to
gain distance from the shoreline, her move seemed like a
baffling attempt to cut off the Imo. With such a devastating
ordeal, it was incredible to read about people coming together
in the time of need.
TheOverDriveReadformatofthiseBookhasprofessionalnarrationthatplay
As I side-note, I visited Halifax late in I'm very glad they
did - it's a terrific account of the disaster and the relief
efforts .
Buttheonepassagethathadmescratchingmyheadthemostwasthisonethatsta
seems somewhat longer than it needs to be, drawing out or
repeating some elements at times. A gripping, well-written
account of a tragic disaster that is too little known.
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